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ENTERPRISE AND CULTURE COMMITTEE 
 

5th Meeting, 2005 (Session 2) 
  

Tuesday, 22nd February 2005 
 
The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in Committee Room 2.  
 
1. Item in private: the Committee will consider whether to take item 4 in private.  

2. Scottish Rugby Union: the Committee will take evidence from: 
 
Gordon Dixon, President, Fred McLeod, Acting Chairman and Interim 
Chief Executive, and Ian McGeechan, Director of Rugby, Scottish Rugby 
Union; 
 
Phil Anderton, former Chief Executive of Scottish Rugby Union; 
 
Archie Ferguson and Norman Douglas, General Committee, Scottish 
Rugby Union. 

3. Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Bill: the Committee will consider the 
Bill at Stage 2 (Day 1). 

4. Review of Area Tourist Boards: the Committee will consider a draft report. 

Stephen Imrie  
Clerk to the Committee  

Tel: 0131 348 5207 
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The following meeting papers are enclosed: 
 
Agenda Item 2 
 
Written submissions from representatives of the Scottish Rugby 
Union 
 
Written submission from Archie Ferguson 
 
Written submission from sportscotland 
 
SPICe paper on the SRU 
 
Agenda Item 3 
 
Members should bring with them copies of the Further and 
Higher Education (Scotland) Bill, available from the Document 
Supply Centre or on the Scottish Parliament website: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/bills/index.htm 
 
Members should also bring with them copies of the marshalled 
list and of the groupings of amendments, available from the 
Document Supply Centre. Copies of the marshalled list have 
been emailed to members and copies of the groupings will follow 
as soon as they are available. 
 
Agenda Item 4 
 
Draft report (PRIVATE PAPER) 
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Enterprise and Culture Committee 
 

Meeting 22 February 2005 
 

Written submissions from representatives of the Scottish Rugby Union 
 
 

Introduction 
 
As part of the background information provided for the agenda item on Scottish 
rugby, individual written submissions have been received from the following: 
 

• Gordon Dixon, President, Scottish Rugby Union 
• Fred McLeod, Interim Chairman and Chief Executive, and Ian McGeechan, 

Director of Rugby, Scottish Rugby Union 
 
These are set out in Annexe A. 
 
 
Alex Neil MSP 
Convener 
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GORDON DIXON 
 
Statement from the President of the SRU for the Enterprise & Culture 
Committee. 
 
Tuesday 22nd February 2005 
 
Scottish Rugby has experienced a turbulent period since the turn of the year. 
It had become evident that there was a serious breakdown in communication 
where information was perceived as being withheld until decisions had been 
made. This led to a feeling of mistrust across the organisation and as time 
progressed it reached the point where the situation became untenable. The 
leadership and direction of the organisation began to be questioned and the 
view of the General Committee was that we were heading too much towards a 
business focus rather than that of rugby  
 
Furthermore the motions which had been sent to the clubs in December as a 
result of the Strategic Review were attracting much debate and it became 
evident that there would be several amendments presented for discussion at 
the SGM to be held on the 30th January. The feedback from the clubs 
indicated that governance was going to be the major issue as well as that of 
the League Structures 
 
While it is appreciated that since professionalism came into our game in the 
late nineties, there was a need to have a business and commercial structure 
to the organisation, it must never be forgotten that Scottish Rugby is also the 
governing body of our sport here in Scotland and that the business and 
commercial aspects should support rugby not rugby supporting the business 
or commercial aspects.  
 
Scottish Rugby is a hybrid organisation where it is difficult to apply true 
corporate governance rules to the business. We require to have executives 
and non executives in place to run the business and commercial arms of the 
organisation on a day to day basis. However, we also require to have a 
representation from our stakeholders, “The Clubs,” to be in a position to apply 
the necessary checks and balances.  
 
The General Committee is responsible for setting the policy while the 
Executive Board was there to provide the strategies to implement the policy. 
The problem arose when matters of policy and matters of strategy almost 
became one and the same. Ultimately this was the major problem which 
caused so much disquiet and which along with the general feeling of mistrust 
led to the decision taken by the General Committee in early January. 
 
The decision taken by the Committee led to the resignation of the non-
executive chairman, and the three non-executives and the Chief Executive 
officer. This created a temporary vacuum in the leadership of the Union.  
 
The Committee had taken steps in anticipation of their decision, so that the   
vacuum was filled almost immediately with the appointment of an interim 
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Chairman. In addition three new non-executives were also appointed. On the 
resignation of the Chief Executive it was agreed that the interim Chairman 
should assume the role of Interim Chief Executive Officer until the Annual 
General meeting or a successor is appointed. 
 
These interim appointments were crucial in rebuilding the confidence in the 
organisation and provide much needed stability. 
 
The process of finding a permanent replacement for both the chairman and 
Chie Executive Officer is already underway. The nominations committee has 
already met to set up the procedure of selection and assessment prior to 
appointments.  
 
I, as President, was fully aware of the need to ensure that the business of 
Scottish Rugby was driven forward with all the necessary checks and 
balances in place. I was also aware of the need to resolve the governance 
issue. Therefore, in full knowledge of the issue being raised at the Special 
General Meeting, I set about putting in place a working party. The working 
party would have an independent Chairman and include representation from 
across a wide spectrum of Scottish Rugby. This was announced at the SGM 
and the working party has now met on two occasions. It is expected that this 
body will deliver recommendations which can be presented to an SGM at the 
end of March/ beginning of April to allow full implementation of the 
recommendations at the Annual General Meeting of the SRU in June. 
 
It is vitally important that the issue of governance within the Union is resolved 
quickly so that Scottish Rugby can at last move forward in a positive united 
manner.  
 
In respect of the League structures, a working party is in the process of being 
set up under the independent Chairmanship of John Jeffrey the former 
International flanker, and again the intention is to have the proposals from the 
working party in place for ratification at the Annual General Meeting. 
 
The Special General Meeting which took place on the 30th January approved 
the bulk of the Strategic Plan 2005-2009. There are many exciting initiatives 
within that document, such as a new regional development structure which will 
put clubs right at the heart of their communities and also, a fully integrated 
performance pathway for players through the Institute of Sport with similar 
initiatives for referees and coaches. 
 
In conclusion, the turmoil which has engulfed Scottish Rugby recently, offers 
an opportunity to take a good hard look at all the current structures in place, to 
rectify what problems there are and to emerge as a more streamlined, 
focused and stronger organisation. 
 
W.G.Dixon. 
President. 
Scottish Rugby Union. 
14th February 2005 
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FRED McLEOD AND IAN McGEECHAN 
 
Statement for the Enterprise & Culture Committee Meeting  
 
Tuesday 22nd February 2005  
 
The events explained in the President’s introduction took place just over two 
weeks prior to the Special General Meeting which was called at Murrayfield on 
Sunday 30th January.  A variety of motions had been tabled for the meeting as 
a result of recent events and an amendment was put to the General Meeting 
that a discussion should take place on the Governance of Scottish Rugby.  
The amendment to the motion included a directive that the Governance of 
Scottish Rugby should be through an Executive Board, accountable to the 
clubs via a new Scottish Rugby Council.  Principle roles of the Board would be 
to recommend and agree matters of policy with the Council to administer 
Scottish Rugby on a day to day basis, to propose the strategic direction of 
Scottish Rugby and implement this strategy once it had been approved by the 
Scottish Rugby Council, which would replace the present General Committee. 
The Council  would be responsible for approving strategy and business plans 
for the organisation of Rugby in Scotland, setting and monitoring the major 
goals including finance, appointing the Non-Executives on the Board and for 
representing the interests of its member Clubs and communicating with them.  
This amendment was carried by large majority of those attending the meeting. 
 
Accordingly a Working Party on Governance has been set up by the 
President, with an independent Chairman, another independent 
representative, together with 2 representatives from each of the General 
Committee, the Clubs, the Executives and the Non-Executives.  This working 
party has already met twice and will meet twice during the course of this week 
to progress this issue as a matter of urgency.  It is hoped to complete its 
deliberations by the end of this month in order that a Special General Meeting 
can be called around the end of March or the beginning of April.  This would 
then enable a new structure to be put in place at the Annual General Meeting 
scheduled for the 24th June. 
 
Having resolved that issue, the Special General Meeting then turned its 
attention to the other motions which related to the development and playing of 
the game.  In summary, the meeting voted to: 1) create a new regional 
development structure as a major element in the vision included in the 
Business Plan to have more youngsters playing rugby; 2) support the 
proposal that Clubs are to be the focus of development, devolved from the 
centre, all with the view to rugby Clubs becoming the centre of their 
communities; 3) support the creation of 14 regional development groups 
consistent with the policies of sportscotland as it documented in the Scottish 
Executive paper - Sport 21; 4) support the review goals and targets in the 
suggested organisational and support mechanisms as set out in the Business 
Plan; 5) with the introduction of Sport 21 before Easter 2005 to support the 
promotion and adoption of the scheme as a priority for Clubs and clusters of 
Clubs (wherever possible) with a view to the scheme being fully active for the 
start of Season 2005/6; 6) Mandate staff within the Scottish Rugby Union to 
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work speedily with public and financial support agencies to network funding 
from all available sources, to match fund the financial contribution from the 
Union. 
 
The meeting also agreed to a motion that there should be no change to the 
format of the Club and League Cup competitions for Season 2005/6 and that 
a working party should be set up immediately to look at all options to improve 
the club competitions with particular regard to establishing the desire for any 
change to the regional structure within the National competitions.  This 
working party is in the course of being set up and an independent Chairman, 
former Scotland and British Lions player, John Jeffrey, has been appointed...  
Proposals from the working party will be tabled at this year’s AGM. 
 
In addition, the meeting endorsed the continuing investment in the three 
Professional Teams for the foreseeable future although the Executive Board 
was to actively invite private investment to assist with what is presently a 
centrally funded operation.  Franchising will not be something that is likely to 
be achieved in the short term but it is important that we do secure suitable 
funding in order that both the development game and the professional game 
can be fully funded and not partially funded, as at present, resulting in what 
the Rugby Division would describe as “Planning for Failure”. 
 
The Business Plan 2005-2009 is not purely about Governance but key 
strategies to grow the game, stay and get better at Age Grade level, stay and 
get better at Junior level leading to Scottish Teams winning at Pro-team and 
National level and Coaches and Referees being developed.  In conjunction 
with this programme a strategy for improved performance is incorporated. 
 
At the recent Special General Meeting the financial pressures facing the 
Union were highlighted. Neither our development programme nor our 
Pro/International programme is adequately funded. Participation in The Rugby 
World Cup (RWC) is a very costly business for this Union, it is estimated that 
we lost revenue of £3.5m in our Autumn International programme in 2003 due 
to the RWC being played in October/November of that year.  In addition, we 
incurred costs of £1m in preparing and participating in the RWC.  To date the 
International Rugby Board has not compensated in any way for this situation 
which, in reality, could justify a case for nations such as Wales, Ireland and 
Scotland not participating in the competition.  This would be totally 
unacceptable and efforts are being made to persuade the International Rugby 
Board to review its position with regards to the two recent World Cups held at 
the same time as our normal Autumn International programme.  The situation 
will arise again in 2007 when France hold a Rugby World Cup and we will 
again suffer from the loss of these Autumn Internationals as the RWC is to be 
played in September and October of that year.  Fortunately, the International 
Rugby Board do intend to offer some compensation this time although, 
surprisingly, at the present time, they intend to compensate equally the 
Northern and Southern hemisphere countries, even although the Southern 
Hemisphere countries are not losers in this situation as their May/June 
programme continues as usual. 
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At the Special General Meeting an undertaking was given that the costs of our 
development programme through Club/Communities would be ring-fenced 
thus guaranteeing that the programme can be implemented.  The knock-on 
effect of this is that if we cannot secure additional funding in the short term 
then we cannot fully fund our Pro-teams.  Efforts must be made to secure 
funding from all sources to ensure that not only the community development 
programme progresses but that we have a successful Scotland side 
performing at Murrayfield. 
 
The SRU is indebted to its bankers for their continuing support.  However, as 
with any business, there comes a point when the bank will say that enough is 
enough.  It is important to fully fund our programmes at all levels whilst, at the 
same time, generating sufficient funding to reduce our borrowings to 
manageable levels.  Budgets are being reviewed, commercial opportunities 
assessed and over-head costs are under review.  Those having been said, if 
we are to fulfil the programme as planned then we need the appropriate 
dedicated staff to ensure that the plan is fully and effectively implemented. 
 
The SRU is indebted to sportscotland for all the assistance it has received 
over the years.  We are confident that we will be able to demonstrate that the 
SRU is moving forward with a development plan which conforms to the 
requirements of Sport 21 and a Governance Structure which conforms with 
the UK Sport guidelines on Governance within a Governing Body of Sport.  
We know that there are further opportunities for us to work with sportscotland 
and that they have their financial constraints as well.  The support of 
Parliament is sought in assisting the game of Rugby Football in Scotland 
which is a blue print for the development of sport generally in Scotland, to take 
the game forward and ensure that Scotland remains at the forefront of World 
Rugby with all the benefits that that brings to the economy of Edinburgh and 
indeed Scotland. 
 
It is also important to understand the contribution to the Scottish economy that 
the game of rugby makes.  An independent impact study, conducted by 
Professor Ronald McQuaid of the Employment Research Institute of Napier 
University calculated that Scotland’s Economy benefits to the tune of £20 
million for every Six Nations international at Murrayfield.  It was calculated that 
the Edinburgh economy receives some £10million with the remaining £10m 
benefiting the wider Scottish economy.  
 
  The following section describes how Scottish Rugby’s development 
proposals will benefit communities, tackle issues like obesity, improve youth 
health and fitness, maximise the use of local authority  sports facilities, thus 
contributing to the very fabric of Scotland. 
 
Rugby as Part of the 4-year Plan 
 
Background 
 
It is widely accepted that the existing Development Officer Programme is now 
too stretched and trying to cover too many objectives.  It is not producing 
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results at club level, it is not growing the game and so the clubs aren’t growing 
either.  This new strategy has been produced to address these issues. 
 
National Sport Situation 
 
There is great concern and there is a problem not just in rugby but in all sports 
in Scotland at the lack of young people participating in sport. 
 
The Government has committed to addressing these problems through Sport 
21, the national strategy of sport.  It is through this document and its links with 
Government health, social and education policies and strategies that we have 
based our development strategy.  Fundamental to this is a long term player 
development programme.  The key word for our policy going forward is 
partnerships.  We need to work with other sports, Local Authorities, clubs and 
schools as well as within our own governing body and sporting structure.  
 
 There is not one of the Sport 21 targets that does not relate to rugby and the 
way in which we want to deliver it over the next 10 years.  By organising the 
development of club rugby into 14 regions rugby is aligning with the 
Executive’s strategy and will therefore be positioned to deliver and work in 
partnership at local and national level with Government, Local Authorities and 
schools.  Only by reorganising into these regions will rugby have the best 
access to support funding, the schools and the young people of Scotland.  But 
by doing this, it will be working with partners who are already committed to 
delivering this strategy, working and delivering the strategy together.  Only by 
accessing these schools and the young people will we be able to grow our 
game in a meaningful way.  What we will be ultimately doing is linking our 
whole development structure to our current Pathway Programmes which are 
designed to be in regional groupings. 
 
Key Factors 
 
There is a recognition of the need for a more consistent focus across four 
main areas. 
 

1. The recruitment of players to rugby but also to sport in general and 
subsequently their retention within sport as player of volunteer. 

2. Participation  - increased support to allow quality participation and 
involvement in sport through rugby 

3. A clear performance structure to develop the talented athletes as far as 
their talent will take them.  This will incorporate a World Class 
Performance Plan and some additional funding has already been 
forwarded by sportscotland on the basis of the key areas in this plan. 

4. Coach Development and the ability to deliver Coach Educations 
programmes at all levels from introductory adult for work with children 
through to world class coaching techniques and delivery. 

 
It is important that in our strategy we are looking outwards and not inwards.  
We recognise that as a sport we have a responsibility to engender a sporting 
culture in our young people.  In this respect we have to be part of the wider 
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sporting agenda in Scotland.  If we are going to do this then our delivery 
programmes have to recognise that.  
 
 There will be important factors in being able to deliver rugby as part of a 
sporting culture i.e. a National Curriculum from the ages of 8 to 18 on the 
delivery of the sport and many of the aspects of this curriculum work will be a 
multi-sport approach creating interest and a multi-skilled development 
programme out of which rugby will evolve, particularly in the teenage years 
leading through to adult.  Another major factor is making rugby a club-based 
sport for the first time where clubs tie in with local schools and other 
community organisations including Local Authorities to deliver sport to the 
heart of the community as part of an integrated programme.  
 
 It is also important that participation levels at both youth and adult rugby are 
grown and maintained and that recruitment and retention across the full range 
of rugby activities is increased.  Finally it is very important that this work is a 
partnership approach between the SRU and other sporting bodies as well as 
Local Authorities, schools and business.  We recognise that we have to create 
a delivery system for sport in our communities which will help not just 
education but create a healthy lifestyle.  It is important that we help to 
encourage sport to be an integral part of a young person’s life. 
 
Proposed Structure 
 
The structure is designed to be club based (either individual or cluster) with 
each club or groups of clubs having a Development Manager.  This focuses 
all the programmes around the club, its networked schools and its community.  
Programmes will be delivered in situ i.e. at the club, through the club, for not 
only player coaching but also referee education and coach education. 
 
This will be supported by 14 Regional Development Managers who will be 
directly linked to Local Authorities and will ensure that all our programmes and 
delivery systems are in line with the Executive’s Sport 21 objectives.  These 
14 Regional Development Groups are designed to tie in with sportscotland’s 
Regional Development Programmes and reflect small focused areas of 
development with responsibility and accountability.  This will be monitored and 
supported by Scottish Rugby. 
 
Benefits 
 
1. The clubs will be at the heart of the development programme as well as 

being the centre of community development. 
 
2. Support will be close at hand and linked to other relevant partners. 
 
3. It will be a pragmatic and balanced approach to meeting customer 

needs. 
 
4. Clubs become masters of their own destiny and architects of their own 

success.  It is anticipated that they will create their own development 
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programmes which will be part of the Regional Development Programme 
and it is that which will be funded and supported.  The structure is 
designed to be personal, reflect the needs of each area and that it 
becomes better suited for individuals, clubs, better for rugby and better 
for sport in Scotland. 

 
The Regional Development 
 
This we believe is a pragmatic way to bring improved support for club based 
development programmes.  The 14 regions provide potential for balanced 
workloads across Scotland and the ability to build development plans which 
reflect the needs of each area.  There is potential for effective rugby 
development within similar cultural areas.  The regions are also small enough 
to encourage sharing and yet large enough to allow diversity.  The vision grew 
from trying to achieve the club objective not from serving existing historic 
structures and the exciting development is the potential for new processes 
where the influence of clubs is immediate.   Throughout all this the other key 
factor is creating a support system and programmes that can be excellent in 
the development of volunteers both in support of the rugby programmes and 
in the running of the rugby club.  In short we aim to develop a structure which 
enables all groups within the rugby development community to work together 
and in partnership with other agencies towards a common goal i.e. more sport 
for real with more people. 
 
Performance 
 
It is also recognised that from development we can grow the talent and very 
specific and focused performance structure.  The remit of our support staff will 
be quite clear.  It will either be in development or performance so that there 
will be a very clear outcome from the involvement of all the personnel 
involved.  The main issue for having a very clearly defined and progressive 
structure is that at the moment our players are not prepared for International 
rugby as it is now played either at Age Grade or Professional level. 
 
There is no doubt that the game going professional added many new 
challenges and has caused a split in the game where participation is 
achievable for one but a career is now also available for another.  It is this 
career path for our very best talented players, which has to be clearly defined.  
This starts with a Talent ID system for assessing and monitoring players at 
every level from 16 upwards to present a fully integrated Performance 
Pathway supported by high quality programmes and coaches.  To this aim we 
will continue to use and integrate the specialist support into our player 
development which we currently have the benefit of from the Area Institutes of 
Sport and the Scottish Institute of Sport. 
 
The Performance Pathway will link the club/school into an Academy process 
through to Professional teams for the very best players.  It will also direct 
players back into clubs and support them in clubs to ensure the highest quality 
integrated support programme.  It is important that we professionalise the 
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system with Coaches having a clear focus on player and team performance 
plans. 
 
To enable us to achieve these long term aims it is important that the top of the 
club game and its league structure is integrated with the Professional and 
International games.  It is also very important that the Academy Process links 
activities at club level for full support in the form of Masterclass coaching 
programmes, fitness and conditioning work and specialist coaching support 
programmes with the club Coach.  i.e. it is club based with a professional 
support system, a win-win situation for all.  
 
In summary, there will be a Club Development Programme which makes the 
clubs as vibrant and strong as possible through to the first team based around 
the Club Development Manager and a Talent Identification and Performance 
System which is integrated between the club and the professional teams 
through a strong Academy process.  It is important that as a governing body 
we facilitate, we assist, we make connections and we communicate to make 
sure that every support service is available at each level.  The challenge and 
the accountability then comes all the way through the system. 
 
We are continuing to work with partners at looking at potential new events and 
initiatives.  A very successful joint initiative was our U21 World Championship 
played in Scotland last June.  Currently The SRU is working with Event 
Scotland, Enterprise Scotland, Scottish Enterprise, The Scottish Borders 
Council, Melrose Rugby Club in a feasibility study to look at the potential of an 
International Sevens Tournament in the Borders. 
 
 
Fred McLeod   Ian McGeechan 
Acting Chairman   Director of Rugby 
And Interim Chief 
Executive 
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Enterprise and Culture Committee 
 

Meeting 22 February 2005 
 

Written submission from Archie Ferguson 
 
 

Introduction 
 
As part of the background information provided for the agenda item on Scottish 
rugby, a written submission has been received from the following: 
 

• Archie Ferguson, Member of the General Committee, Scottish Rugby Union 
 
This is set out in Annexe A. 
 
 
Alex Neil MSP 
Convener 
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ARCHIE FERGUSON 
 
COMMUNITY AND SCHOOLS RUGBY 

 
1. The Scottish Rugby Union (SRU) Strategic Plan places rugby clubs at the 

centre of communities.  For many clubs this is already the case ant this is 
apparent in provision of facilities for: 

 
 training, coaching and playing from primary 4 children through to adults 
 a range of social interaction opportunities and events for both member and 

community purposes. 
 
It is worth noting that: 
 
 clubs exist almost entirely as a result of the volunteers who contribute in a 

wide variety of ways 
 funding comes mainly from membership subscriptions, bar revenue, social 

events and limited donations 
 the organisation of a rugby club is now akin to running a small business 

and as well as the range of necessary paperwork, accounts and 
communications, clubhouses and changing rooms require to be 
maintained to meet health and safety and environmental standards. 

 The recent rates relief to clubs has help the financial situation but national 
and local government support falls far short of other that provided in other 
European countries 

 
2. Rugby clubs look to the local schools to recruit young players and whilst 

these arrangements are often both fruitful and amicable there are 
nevertheless issues, particularly in terms of comprehensive schools where 
many children are not given the opportunity to experience rugby.  If 
Scotland as a country is serious about sport then this situation needs to be 
rectified by, for example: 

 
 scrapping certificated physical education (where a number of aspects are 

in effect covered elsewhere in the curriculum) and redirecting preparation 
and correction time to coach young people  

 paying teachers to coach and organise teams on a par with supported 
study 

 facilitating government concerns by establish a curriculum around the key 
themes of health, fitness and sport 

 officially linking schools to local sports clubs 
 
3. Management and Administration of Rugby at the Local Level 
 
The administration of the game of rugby at the local level is the responsibility 
of District Boards.  These generally work effectively and will encompass the 
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geographical areas as proposed in the SRU Strategic Plan thus reinforcing 
the links to local authorities and national bodies. 
 
The following points are worth noting 
 
 District Board directors, like members of club committees are unpaid 

volunteers.  There is a small paid office team which also provides support 
for the professional team. 

 Glasgow District, for example, covers the whole of the old Strathclyde 
Region plus Dumfries and Galloway.   

 the Board deals with all aspects of the game at the local level, meets 
monthly and takes reports from key personnel within the system as well as 
reports from club visits by district representatives.  The  

 the Chair and Vice Chair hold similar positions on the professional team 
management group and are also elected annually by to the clubs to the 
SRU General Committee.   

 the Board also oversees district representative age grade rugby.   
 special features in Glasgow include an annual conference in August (last 

years keynote speaker was the Minister for Sport and Culture) and the 
Glasgow Awards Dinner held in April in the Thistle Hotel.  This event 
recognises achievement across all levels of rugby in the district and 650 
people attended last year. 

 the latter event also acts as a fundraiser for the Glasgow Thistles, an 
identified group of under 17 talented players who experience a specialised 
training including time abroad.  Last year’s event raised £20,000. 

 the Chairman of the Board is also a member of the executive of the 
International Rugby Board and the Vice Chair is a Director of the Celtic 
League and also a member of the current SRU Governance Group.  

 
Archie Ferguson 
SRU General Committee 
Vice Chair Glasgow Rugby 
 
February 2005 
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sportscotland 
Scottish Rugby Union Information 

 
11 February 

2005

Introduction 
1 The purpose of this paper is to provide information on Scottish rugby and 

sportscotland’s investment process. 

Facts and Figures 
2 The following tables provide information on finance and membership figures 

from Scotland, England, Northern Ireland and Wales with respect to their rugby 
unions and the wider aspects of rugby.  It should be emphasised that the 
recent investment to the RFU was against a very robust strategic plan and a 
detailed annual operational plan which contained clear targets and budgets. 

Investment to Scottish Rugby Union from sportscotland 2004/2005 
   

Area Direct Funding 2004/2005 Comments 
  £   

Widening Opportunities 30,000   
      
Developing Potential 450,000   
      
Developing Potential (coaching UKCC) 35,000   
      
Achieving Excellence 120,000 pro-rata 30 April 2005 £80,000

sub total 635,000   
Scottish Institute of Sport Investment for Staff 100,000   
      
Scottish Institute of Sport for Programme 50,000   
      

sub total 150,000   
 
 
Further finance: Scottish Institute of Sport support services;(e.g. strengths and conditioning, sports science, 
sports medicine, etc ) 
Further Finance: Facility and Capital Projects 
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Rugby Facilities  
2 municipal stadia at Sighthill  
Park, Edinburgh  
and Scotston Glasgow for  
professional Rugby Clubs.  
Phase 1 complete  
 (NB not money direct to SRU)        8,500,000 
Sports Match   
15 awards 45,500 

TOTAL £9,330,500 
 
 
Sports Councils Funding to 
Rugby in Home Countries Funding Level Comments 
  £   

Welsh Rugby 3,000,000

Towards a facilities programme (2 regional and 1 
national).  Funding is lodged with Welsh Sports 
Council 

      
Welsh Rugby Union 24,000 Officiating programme 
      

English Rugby 6,319,443

Sport England announced last week a substantial 
package towards the whole sport plan for RFU and 
RFUW (1.5m is to be directed to the RFUW). Total 
investment against the plan £17m over 4 years) 

      
Irish Sports Council 2,200,000 Grassroots programme  
      
Sports Council for Northern 
Ireland 80,000 Funding provided for the Ulster branch 
 
 

Facts and Figures of Rugby in the Home Countries - 2004 
 
Member Union Figures from the IRB annual census of playing statistics 2004. 

 England Scotland Wales Ireland 
Full time 115 102 85 unavailable 
staff  Part time staff  0 29 8 unavailable 
No. of clubs  1800 253 372 unavailable 

Pre-teen male players  650000 49000 5500 35000 

Pre-teen female players  0 28000 680 10000 
Teen male players  300000 8000 31000 35000 
Teen female players  0 500 700 800 
 Senior male players  167000 10000 18500 14500 
Senior female players  11000 800 420 1200 
Total male players  1117000 67000 55000 84500 
Total female players  11000 29300 1800 12000 
Number of registered players  1128000 96300 56800 96500 
Number of referees  4000 380 522 0 

Number of Coaches Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable 
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Notes: Figures from the Genesis Report SCOTTISH RUGBY UNION , New 
Beginning for a New Era 2004-2007  contradict a number of these statistics. It may 
be more reliable to interpret the findings from this report. 
 
”At the same time Rugby, in common with all team sports, has not enjoyed increased 
levels of participation.  There are fewer than 4000 players playing competitive Rugby 
each week and probably fewer than 1000 playing Rugby at an intensity comparable 
with other nations. All sport in Scotland has struggled to recover from the damaging 
disputes in secondary schools in the 1980s, when much extra-curricular sport died out 
and has never revived. Over the last 20 years the sport has not adequately replaced 
that development activity.”  
 
“Scotland probably needs to double the number of people playing competitive rugby in 
order to achieve anything close to the critical mass required to achieve success in the 
professional era” 
 
”There are fewer than 1000 players in Scotland playing at an intensity capable of 
producing international players, and effectively only 4000 adult players playing 
competitive Rugby in Scotland. This is one of the lowest numbers in Northern 
Hemisphere Rugby, ranking Scotland around 18 in the world in terms of participant 
numbers. The total playing population is around 10000 adults “ 

The Value of Partnerships with Governing Bodies 
3 sportscotland acknowledges the role that governing bodies play in the 

development of sport and the investment to governing bodies is a recognition 
of the value of their partnerships with sportscotland. There is however no 
automatic entitlement to investment. 

Eligibility 
4 A Scottish Governing Body eligible for investment is: 

4.1 A Body recognised by sportscotland as responsible for the 
administration, control and development of a sport in Scotland.  

4.2 Assessed as ‘fit for purpose’ through an independent audit (SRU 
undertook an audit in December 2003).  (See Appendix I). 

4.3 Able to demonstrate the financial need and that they are value for 
money. 

4.4 In possession of a long term costed strategy and a budgeted annual 
plan. 

4.5 Able to produce robust and reliable data e.g. membership, coaches 
and volunteers numbers and previous performance measures against 
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which meaningful and realistic SMART targets can be based. 
(sportscotland has received a profile from SRU in January 2005, but is 
still awaiting membership and coaching survey figures, originally issued 
in September 2004). 

Purpose of Investment in Scottish Governing Bodies 
5 sportscotland invests in Scottish governing bodies to help them develop and 

deliver common objectives. Investment must reflect Sport 21’s targets and be 
instrumental in encouraging wider participation, recognising and nurturing  
sporting talent and achieving excellence and sustaining world class 
performances in sport. Investment must be shown to be ‘making a difference’ 
to the development of Scottish sport in relation to identified objectives. 

6 Investment is against specific agreed areas of the Scottish governing body 
strategy and annual operational plan. Investment in many of these elements is 
measured on improved performances across particular programme areas. 

7 sportscotland is committed to work in partnership with governing bodies, but 
success is only likely if a strong correlation exists between investment, the 
ambitions of governing bodies have for their sports, sportscotland’s own 
corporate objectives and the targets in Sport 21. 

8 By investing in objectives shared by governing bodies, sportscotland can hope 
to achieve results in its priority areas and thereby discharge the responsibility it 
has both in terms of the public interest and of the mandate it has been given 
by the Scottish Executive on behalf of the Parliament of the people in 
Scotland.  

9 In turn, governing bodies are given the opportunity to meet some of their own 
objectives, and to enhance what they are already achieving. Investment may 
have to be restricted to the areas where the concept of partnership funding 
gives them access. Accountability therefore is a strong feature of the 
Investment process. To help this process sportscotland has recognised the 
need to clearly identify its objectives and will continue to encourage governing 
bodies to do the same. sportscotland’s corporate objectives are: 

9.1 Active Schools 

9.2 Club Development 

9.3 Volunteer Development 

9.4 Coaching 

9.5 Player Improvement 

9.6 Achieving Excellence 

9.7 Organisational Development 
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Successful Governing Bodies 
10 The Investment process is an opportunity for governing bodies, as it can 

provide them with additional funding to develop certain aspects of their 
operation. The governing bodies that are most successful are those with good 
plans which have clear objectives and specific targets, focused leadership and 
an effective streamlined infrastructure and are not only working with a 
technical model. There is also a need to monitor their performance and learn 
from the information this process gives them. These factors all need to be 
taken into account in the assessment process since governing bodies that are 
strong in all these areas are the ones that are most likely to be achieving the 
targets for which they seek investment. 

Long Term Investment 
11 Governing bodies applying for long term investment would ideally meet the 

proposed Investment timeline: 

11.1 sportscotland and governing body pre-meeting to discuss timeline for 
Investment and notional budget – 16 weeks prior to SGB year end 

11.2 Completed profile returned – 16 weeks prior 

11.3 SGB strategic/annual plan to be submitted – 12 weeks prior 

11.4 sportscotland internal meeting to approve plan – 8 weeks prior 

11.5 SGB return Customised Form identifying investment, returned to 
sportscotland – 6 weeks prior 

11.6 sportscotland panel meet to approve Investment – 2 weeks prior 

11.7 Due to the unforeseen circumstances within the SRU the finalised 
costed strategic long term plan and budgeted one year operational plan 
will not be available since the governance issues will not be finalised 
until March 2005. The timescales will be revised accordingly when the 
plans are submitted.  
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sportscotland 
Scottish Rugby Union Information 
Fit for Purpose Audits 

Appendix I 

1 A Fit for Purpose audit is a holistic view of a Scottish Governing Body of Sport 
(SGB).  The purpose of such an audit is to: 

• identify risks for the SGB; 

• enable the SGB to focus and prioritise activities; 

• provide assurance for the SGB in terms of security of investment; and 

• ensure the SGB is “fit” to receive public money. 

2 A SGB which is “fit for purpose” is operating constitutionally, is financially 
viable and where appropriate, can demonstrate transparent policies and 
practices. 

3 The areas covered in the audit are normally as follows: 

• Corporate Structure 

• Corporate Objectives 

• Risk Management 

• Financial Control 

• Information Systems 

• Policies and Procedures 

• Communication 

• Human Resources 

• Grant Management Systems 

• External Auditors 

• Monitoring 
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Enterprise and Culture Committee 
 

Tuesday 22nd February 2005 
 

Paper by SPICe - Scottish Rugby Union  
  
 

Background 
 
As members will be aware, the Scottish Rugby Union (SRU) has recently 
been reviewing matters relating to its internal governance. In January 2004, 
the SRU executive board commissioned the strategic management 
consultancy firm Genesis to carry out a comprehensive review of all aspects 
of Scottish rugby (“the Genesis Report”). This review was published and 
incorporated into the Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009.  The review 
was considered and several motions voted on at a Special General Meeting 
(SGM) of the clubs on 30 January 2005. 
 
Prior to the SGM, representatives of the Scottish Rugby General Committee 
met on 6 January and a motion of no-confidence in David MacKay, Chairman 
of the Executive Board was agreed to. This led to his resignation  and that of 
Phil Anderton, Chief Executive, and three non-executive directors on 9 
January 2005. 
 
 
The Genesis Report and Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005-2009 
 
The Genesis review was carried out throughout 2004 and consisted of 
consultation with parties throughout the game in order to identify a 
“compelling, competitive strategy for the future”.1 The proposed strategic 
direction was then presented to and endorsed by the 2004 General Annual 
Meeting (AGM) in June 2004.2 The review and subsequent business plan 
outlined the following four key strategic themes— 
 

• Growing the National Game; 
 
• Scotland’s Teams Winning; 
 
• Sustained Financial Performance; and 
 
• Scottish Rugby – Peak Performing Organisation. 

 
The strategic themes are broken down into the following objectives to be met 
by 2008-09— 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Genesis Report, Interim Update, May 2004 p5 
2 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p5 
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(Source: Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p10) 

 

Growing the National Game 
The locus for the first objective of Growing the National Game will be the 
clubs.  A number of proposals aimed at achieving the above objectives are 
stipulated in the Business Plan.  These can be broken down into the 
following— 
 

• An increase of participants (especially young adults); and  
• A restructuring of the leagues and season to make the game more 

attractive to the media, thus ensuring more financially secure clubs. 
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An Increase in Participation 
In order to achieve an increase in the number of participants playing the game 
the Business Plan proposes that 14 regional Development Groups be set up.  
These groups will be established to support clubs locally in a variety of ways 
to ensure development and increase participation.   
 
The intention is for the strategy to produce the following results by 2009— 

• c9000 adult rugby players 
• +30% more youngsters playing full-contact rugby 
• development driven through clubs and regions 
• 50 state schools with 4 or more teams 
• 1000 women rugby players 
• increased numbers of recognised volunteers 
• financially sustainable clubs3 

 
Restructuring of the Leagues, Cups and Seasons 
The Genesis Report recommended that a restructuring of the leagues was 
required to make the game more attractive to players, supporters and the 
media.  According to the report the current setup inhibits competition at the 
top-level and the “cost of travel and demands on time to participate in National 
Leagues are of increasing concern to many clubs.”4   
 
The Business Plan highlights the number of clubs Scotland has relative to the 
other Home Nations: England have 40; Ireland; 48; Wales 32; and Scotland 
have 76.  On the basis of the Genesis Report the Business Plan therefore 
proposes a single premier league of 10 teams, two National leagues of 10 and 
Regional leagues of 10.  This would— 
 

• encourage Rugby to achieve the highest possible level of 
performance below the professional game; 

• provide meaningful, attractive competition;  
• reduce costs and time demands of travel for most clubs; and  
• reduce conflicts and provide blocks of competition. 5 

 
Timing of the Seasons 
The Genesis Report recommended that Scottish Rugby should consider 
changes to the timing of the playing season to reflect the desire by around 
half of players to play Rugby in better weather although the majority felt that 
the current length of the season was about right.  The research carried out 
suggests that if the game was played in better weather there would be a 10% 
increase in attendances, and a significant reduction in the cancellation of 
fixtures.6   
 

                                                 
3 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p14 
4 Genesis Report, Interim Update, May 2004 p18 
5 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p15 
6 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p18 
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Three options were put forward for consideration at the SGM in January 2005.  
These were— 
 

• An enhanced current season; 
• A no-Winter option; and  
• An increased better weather option. 

 
All three of the options had their own benefits and risks and the Business Plan 
did not make any recommendations. 
 
Scotland’s Teams Winning 
 
Issues 
The main issues behind this objective are that neither Scotland’s international 
team, nor the three professional teams have been performing competitively.  
There are also insufficient top Scottish coaches and referees on the 
international stage.7  
 
Focus for the Strategy 

• Introduce a new, fully integrated Performance Pathway for Players 
and Coaches within an excellent talent identification system; 

• Fast track the best talent with individual programmes, focusing on 
  achievable measurable outcomes; 
• Structure professional rugby to drive success at the professional 

level and subsequently the international team; 
• Provide specialist support throughout the Performance Pathway; 
• In summary, the best players undertake professional careers, 

 others return to the club game8 
 

The proposed pathway is illustrated below: 

 
(Source: Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p22) 
                                                 
7 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p21 
8 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p21 
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The Professional Game 
The three professional teams, Edinburgh, Glasgow and the Borders, have 
been costing Scottish rugby disproportionately more than either the national 
game or the international game.  In the season 2003-04 the teams cost 33% 
of total Scottish Rugby spend compared with 5% on the national game and 
10% on the international game.  This investment has not produced results 
either on the field, or off in terms of financial viability. 
 
The Business Plan proposes increased investment for the professional teams 
through Professional Franchises thus freeing up resources from Scottish 
Rugby to invest in the national club game at grass roots level. 
 
The National Game 
Scottish Rugby want to continue the new coaching team and system it 
introduced in the last 12 months for the national senior, U21 and U19 teams.  
This change was introduced in an attempt to bring standards up to a level 
where Scotland can compete at the highest level at the next Rugby World 
Cup. 
 
Scottish Rugby would like to see the following in place by 2007— 
 

• Fully integrated Performance and Team playing strategy; 
• 1 full-time coach and specialist coaching team; 
• 1 full-time fitness coordinator and 1 full-time manager; 
• Full-time dedicated team in line with other nations; 
• Planned accelerated progress of young players; and  
• Agreed time with international teams to enable the Professional teams 

to succeed.9 
 
Sustained Financial Performance 
 
Currently Scottish Rugby is operating at a loss and will continue to do so 
unless major corrective action is taken to increase turnover and reduce costs.  
In 2004 it lost £8m alone and by 2008 it will have an operating deficit in cash 
terms of £15.4m with a closing net overdraft rising to £33.2m.10  
 
By 2009 Scottish Rugby hopes to have— 
 

• A track record of Scottish Rugby making a financial surplus every year; 
• Professional Teams franchised, with higher total spend per team but 

lower net investment required from SRU; 
• New long-term funding arrangements in place; 
• A Club Development Fund established and assisting to finance grass-

roots rugby; and 
• Borrowings reducing in line with renegotiated schedule.11 

                                                 
9 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p25 
10 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p25 
11 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p25 
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The tables below illustrate the proposed immediate key changes in the 
financial profile of Scottish Rugby, and the projected profile by 2009. The 
figures are based on a conservative forecast with no major ticket price 
increases, no increase in public grants and TV and sponsorship remaining at 
their current level.  However Scottish Rugby hopes to lever in additional 
funding through increased merchandising, private investment and public 
sector funding through the Lottery Fund and partnerships with local 
authorities.  With regard to the public sector funding of the sport the Genesis 
Report said that “the SRU has not been as proactive as it needs to be to 
secure public sector funding for Scottish Rugby initiatives”12 and that “other 
home unions have received significantly higher levels of support.”13   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
12 Genesis Report, Interim Update, May 2004 p20 
 
13 Genesis Report, Interim Update, May 2004 p9 
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(Source: Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p27) 
 
Peak Performing Organisation 
As Members will be aware there has been considerable discussion over the 
governance of Scottish Rugby culminating in the resignation of the Chairman 
and Chief Executive of the Executive Board, as well as three non-executive 
board members.  Scottish Rugby has been perceived as centralist, controlling 
and under-performing with scope to increase communication with key 
stakeholders.14  The table below illustrates the proposed structure with the 
management of Scottish Rugby being delivered by two new Executive 
Groups; the first responsible for the management of Scottish teams, while the 
other will be responsible for the development of the game. 

 

                                                 
14 Scottish Rugby Business Plan 2005 - 2009 p29 
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Special General Meeting - 30 January 2005 
 
The agenda15 of the meeting and the motions which were considered are as 
follows— 
 
Agenda 
The object of the meeting is to seek approval to the Business Plan 2005 – 
2009 entitled "New Vision, New Leadership, New Winning Culture". The 
resolutions to be put to the meeting are on the basis that the General 
Committee and the Executive Board will develop the detailed implementation 
of them. The Governance Working Group will continue its ongoing 
discussions to produce detailed recommendations for agreement by the 
General Committee. Any constitutional amendments required as a 
consequence would require subsequent adoption at a general meeting. 
 
Motions 
1. Growing the National Game 
1.1 To restructure the League and Cup Competitions so that there is 
 
(a) one Premier League of 10 teams; 
(b) two National Leagues of 10 teams; 
(c) Regionalised Leagues of 10 teams; and 
(d) an enhanced National Cup competition as proposed. 
 
1.2 To re-organise the playing season by adopting one of the following 
options:- 
 
(a) an enhanced current season option (page 19 of the Business Plan), or 
(b) no rugby being played during a period in the winter option (page 19 of the 
Business Plan), or 
(c) more play during better weather option (page 20 of the Business Plan). 
 
1.3 To introduce a new structure for season 2005/06 and for the new structure 
to stay in place for a minimum of four seasons. 
 
It was agreed at the meeting that a working group should be set up to 
look at all the issues surrounding league and cup competition.   
 
2. Scotland's Teams Winning 
2.1 To introduce a new, fully integrated performance pathway for players 
through the Scottish Institute of Sport, and coaches and referees through the 
appropriate channels. 
 
This motion was approved at the meeting. 
 

                                                 
15 Watsonians Home Page - http://www.scottishrugby.org/sites/Watsonian-
FC/news.cfm&action=combiDetail&newsid=13024 
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2.2 To invite private investment in the Professional Teams via franchises, 
which failing, the establishment of a minimum of two teams centrally funded 
with increased resources. 
 
The motion to invite private investment in Scottish rugby’s professional 
teams via franchises was approved.  Interim chairman Fred McLeod 
encouraged the meeting to allow the Executive Board to continue for a 
further year with three professional teams while the search for investors 
continues. 
 
3. Sustained Financial Performance 
3.1 To replace existing club funding mechanisms with a new Scottish Rugby 
Club Development Fund which will include funding by Scottish Rugby, 
sponsorship, local authority and other public contributions, and private 
income, along with the introduction of individual player and club affiliation fees 
as set out on page 26 of the Business Plan. 
 
Clubs agreed with an amendment from Moray, Stewartry and Linlithgow 
that the proposed individual player and club affiliation fees be rejected. 
They did however approve the setting up of a new Scottish Rugby Club 
Development Fund which will include funding by Scottish Rugby, 
sponsorship, local authority and other public contributions and private 
income. 
 
4. Strategic Programmes 
4.1 To endorse, with the exception of that relating to Leadership and 
Governance which, as already indicated, is an ongoing matter, the 
programmes set out on page 6 of the Business Plan, and as amended by this 
Special General Meeting. 
 
It was agreed that the Governance Working Group will continue its 
ongoing discussions. 
 
SportsScotland – Sport 21 
 
Sport 21 is the Scottish Executive’s strategy for sport until 2007.  The strategy 
has the three overarching visions of making Scotland— 
 

• A country where sport is more widely available to all  
• A country where sporting talent is recognised and nurtured 
• A country achieving and sustaining world class performances in sport 

 
These visions will be delivered by the following 10 targets which will be 
implemented by sportscotland— 
 

1. 80% of schoolchildren to be physically active 
2. To make progress towards all schoolchildren taking part in at least 

two hours of high quality physical education classes per week 
3. 85% of those aged 13-17 to be taking part in sport, in addition to the 

school curriculum, more than once a week 
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4. 49% of those aged 14 plus in Social Inclusion Partnership areas to be 
taking part in sport at least once a week 

5. 55% of those aged 17-24 to be taking in sport more than twice a week 
6. 43% of those aged 45-64 to be taking part in sport at least once a 

week 
7. To have had over 250 Scots being medallists on the world stage 
8. To have over 500 sports halls available to the public so as to ensure 

that 70% of the Scottish population have access to a hall within 20 
minutes walk 

9. To have over one million of the Scottish population playing sport in 
membership of clubs 

10. To sustain 150,000 volunteers in their contribution to the development 
and delivery of Scottish sport. 

 
As a National Governing Body (as defined under the UK Sports Governance 
Guidelines for National Governing Bodies16), Scottish Rugby is expected to be 
a lead Facilitating Partner in targets 5, 6, 7 and 9, and to play a role in 
delivering targets 1,2,3 and 10.17 
         
 
 
 
 
         Gerry McInally 
         SPICe 
         February 2005 

                                                 
16 Deloitte & Touche - National Governing Bodies of Sport – Success Criteria/Model 
Framework p4 
17 Sport 21 2003-2007 – The National Strategy for Sport p39 


